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I. Deliverables
During the Spring 2016 semester I had three published articles and six published
podcasts. Of these, I submitted two as deliverables for this course because each offered
something different, and provided an opportunity to learn from and do better. Both of these, as
well as the remaining published items, are included in the Appendix.
First Deliverable

The first deliverable I submitted was the “PLUtonic kicks off live music series, prepares
for ICC regionals.” The live performance was broadcast on Wednesday, Feb 10, 2016 at 7 pm,
and a podcast version was made available on the link above.

The live performance came about from an idea that Sean Murphy, a LASR show host and
member of PLUtonic had about bringing the group on his show. When he asked about this, I said
we could instead turn it into a multimedia production which would include a write up online, and
some video. Sean agreed, and said most of the guys could be there on Wednesday, Feb 10 at 7.
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I contacted McKenna Morin and asked her to take photos of the in-studio performance,
which she did, and I asked Josh Weirsma to shoot video. Josh reluctantly said yes, but said that
he would not edit the video because he “didn’t have time.” While I had agreed to the date, I
realized I had double booked myself that day, and rather last minute, asked Brooke Thames and
Paris Franklin to step in and host.

Without me being there, the show went good. However, there would be some
things I would do differently. First of all, making sure I could be there, and if I couldn’t, meeting
with the staff ahead of time to ensure things would go well in my absence. Second, if the whole
point of convergence is to have the Media outlets work together, then there should be none of
this “I’ll shoot the video, but won’t edit it” nonsense. As a result, I am still sitting on video
footage that will probably not be edited, and wasn’t used by any media outlet, which was
essentially a waste of time shooting the video. After this, I decided that in the future I will
communicate more effectively with Mast TV; they will have to edit the video if they shoot it.
Otherwise, partnering with Media Lab or a student in a journalism class may be a better option.

While Brooke and Paris asked great questions, they introduced the show as “The
Mast Radio Hour” when it was not the name of the show. I should have better communicated this
to them before hand. Mic and equipment usage was also an issue. We should have used a
submixer with microphones to get a better blend during singing and to pick up what the guys in
the back of the group were saying during interviews.

While all future performances will be on Sundays, I will have a meeting ahead of
time with all parties involved to make sure things run better and we are all on the same page,
which is what I lacked this time.
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Second Deliverable

My second deliverable is “Calling a new Pastor”, which was an opinion article featured
in Mast Magazine. Previously for the The Mast and Mast Magazine, I have written news and arts
& culture stories. While I have given my opinions on the radio and in podcasts, this was my first
time writing an opinion article. I was asked by Samantha Lund and Jeff Dunn to contribute this
work because of my involvement as a student leader and staff member in Campus Ministry.
Since getting more involved in Campus Ministry, I have been unable to report on news
concerning changes in both programing, staffing and campus culture concerning faith
experience.
After editing the piece, Samantha and Jeff felt the story was a good fit for the Magazine,
but felt I was “a little tame.” I supposed they expected a harsher stance from me about the need
for a pastor, or how faith life has been swept under the rug, or my opinion that University
Congregation should cease to exist.
Even in writing my opinion, I felt I needed to be fair and balanced. Taking the middle
road is the often less celebrated route, but in a circumstance like this, I felt it necessary for a few
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reasons. As a student leader and employee of Campus Ministry, it would not be fair to my peers
for me to publish a one sided stance, or a potentially controversial one like eliminating the
University Congregation. These are things I would discuss among my peers in Campus Ministry
or my student media colleagues. I am also interested in continuing my work with ministry within
educational institutions, and felt I should not make too many waves before I graduated.
Writing opinion was harder than I thought. I really had to think about how I would phrase
my thoughts. I wanted to convey a message without being labeled one-sided, but instead, come
across as fair and well-thought. It was a great experience, and I was encouraged to write another
opinion piece.
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II. Poynter Institute Training
For this course, I was asked to complete two Poynter Institute Online trainings. The
Poynter website was difficult to navigate, and the majority of the courses I was most interested in
were “webinar” courses that required me to log in a certain day and time. However, there were
two self-directed courses I chose to complete.
First Course

The first course I completed was entitled “Religion, Culture and Society: Getting Beyond
the Cliches.” The training consisted of ways to cover stories based on Faith and Spirituality, as
well as stories where Faith and Spirituality are an important underlying part of a story and should
be highlighted. The training further spoke about “digging deeper” than surface level information,
and ask such questions as “why people struggle for their faith?” or “where is the point of change
in this movement coming from?” These stories are more than about a specific church or group of
people, but rather, these stories are about society and how faith is an important part of it.
Second Course

The second course I completed was entitled “Typography for News Design.” While I had
learned most of this information in COMA 275, this course not only provided me with a
refresher, but also provided deeper understanding of typography and introduced me to terms I
had known about before, such as “ascender” and “descender”, the portions of characters that go
above or below the height of a lower case “x”. This course also pointed out common mistakes,
such as what elipses should look like and what they should not like, and provided some examples
of some ways to format type for newspaper design.
Recommending This Learning Tool

Although the courses took a few hours each to complete, I would recommended the
Poynter site as a great learning tool. The majority of the trainings are free. There is also no time
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frame in which you must complete a course, so you can come back to it whenever you want. It is
a great resource for professionals as well as students, allowing one to brush up on nuggets of
knowledge that may have been forgotten.
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III. Goals for Student Media
As a graduating senior, my time in Student Media is coming to a close. However, I have
some suggestions for those continuing on next year to keep in mind and to work on.
Mapping Out a Semester/Calendar

Being able to plan and map out an entire semester is something that should be considered.
There should be a running calendar or bulletin board in both the print and TV offices that list the
publication and broadcast date and times. Often times both the print and TV outlets have said in
meetings that “we forgot we have a Mag coming out this week” or “we forgot we don’t have a
show this week.” Having this information online is one thing, but having the visual reminder in
both offices will help.
Schedule Standing Meeting and Production Times

In addition to posting publication and broadcast dates to a visual calendar, standing
meeting and production times should also be posted. This allows for a greater learning lab
experience. In example, if video production is done Tuesday afternoons, then make it every
Tuesday afternoon at a specific time. This allows students who want to be involved to come in
and begin to learn how to edit video, or perform another task related to prepping for the
broadcast, which in the long rung helps to create a bigger staff and the programming is less
reliant on the producers to edit and package everything. The same goes for “layout night” for
print. Additionally, the office hours for leaders and these standing meeting and productions times
should be listed on a sign on the door. Sometimes students don’t get involved right away, and
sometimes they wander down to the lower level of the University Center to our back corner see
darkened rooms. A sign indicating when office hours and activities are going on would be a way
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for them to also be involved. Some people are just shy and don’t ask. Signs help encourage them
to be involved when there is “an open lab” time.
Actively Recruiting and Training (Creating a Learning Lab)

This year it seemed that Mast Media did not actively recruit. Whether tabling events
work well for our organization or not, Mast Media should be present at Lute OverKnight and
other student involvement events. Another way is to have student leaders visit various classes
and give a quick talk about being involved
in Mast Media at the beginning of ever
semester. These student leaders should hand
out rack cards to interested students which
includes pertinent contact information.
By scheduling standing production
times each week, and making those
production times known, Mast Media can
create a Learning Lab experience. This is
another way to recruit students who are
curious and want to learn about media
production, and it provides them with
exposure to the organization from a different
angle. One thing that will keep students away from being in Student Media is their prior lack of
experience. If we break down that barrier by creating a Learning Lab, we can attract more talent.
Generating More Content

Mast Media should look at ways to generate more content. The print division did that by
starting Mast Magazine this year, allowing for both short-form and long-form storytelling to
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have their own respective places. But this could be taken a step further. The print division could
produce a special edition magazine or journal style piece that focuses on a particular set of
stories on one issue. Two examples that come to mind are the KPLU story and the Sexual
Assault story. Both of these could have been expanded upon and been released in a “special
report”.
Continuing the “reporter’s notebook” format, more radio broadcasts and podcasts could
be created. More content based radio shows on LASR can be added since only 15 percent of
LASR’s total broadcast time is dedicated to live shows, so there is room for more content on the
station. And with our ability to record shows and turn them into podcasts, there should always be
audio segments available. A radio/podcast piece allows the reporter to expound upon their story
in ways they could not do in print, engage in conversation about the story, and to provide updates
from the original time of publication.
TV seemed to focus heavily on News@Nine this year, and somewhat on LateKnight. As
a result, News@Nine became a much more polished product, and LakeKnight was solidified as a
part of TV’s product offering. But more video content could be generated by getting video at
campus events. Sidewalk talks could become their own standalone series – a three to five minute
video each week. TV can also continue to partner with LASR and solidify “Sunday Sesh” as its
own live music series, with at least two episodes each semester. And with the ability to broadcast
shows and events in The Cave, other possibilities are available.
Convergence

Leaders of Mast Media should continue to work on convergence. Print and TV have done
well with their partnership. The upcoming academic year should be dedicated to getting the radio
division on board and tightening our partnership with them. Whether or not the radio division
bares the same name as TV and Print is another story. Personally, I don’t think it should, as there
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are still parties involved who are heavily attached to radio’s current name of LASR, even though
the name “Lute Air Student Radio” is redundant. Even if the name were to change, changing to
“Mast Radio” may not be for the better. TV and Radio should be working together more, and
could almost share a General Manager (provided there were Assistant GM’s for both divisions),
and have a blended leadership team. The majority of radio stations in this market are a part of the
same media organization as a TV station.
Following a successful convergence with the radio division, the print division could
spend the following academic year working with Saxifrage and The Matrix, solidifying a
partnership with those two smaller outlets. And two to three years down the road I would make
building better relations with Media Lab a priority. Of course, this would all be made possible by
physically locating all of the outlets in an office suite that allowed for the sharing of common
spaces. The Center for Media Studies should also be a physical center, combining classroom
space and student media space in one area. I would encourage future leaders to work on this with
faculty and the administration to make this a reality, and to make PLU on the cutting edge of
media studies.
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IV. Online Portfolio
My online portfolio is a work in progress, and has not been updated since I was enrolled
in COMA 275. I will have time over the summer to update this portfolio as I began to look for
grad school and employment opportunities, and possibly make it a stand-alone site not hosted on
the PLU domain. My portfolio can be found at community.plu.edu/~mccoveej.
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V. Appendix
The following documents have been appended to this report to provide an example of the work I
created or contributed to as a student media leader.
Photo Credits
Samantha Lund: Back page
Eddie McCoven: Pg. 12
McKenna Morin: Cover Photo, Pg.1, 3
Matthew Salzano: Pg. 4, 8
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